GOOD MORNING VAL DI FASSA
TODAY

Suggestions and tips for your holiday. Edited by Apt Val di Fassa

TOMORROW

08/04/2019

HIGHLIGHT

“LATTE IN FESTA” AT “TA MONT” IN VAL
SAN NICOLÒ

From 8 a.m., Val San Nicolò will be closed to the car traffic and reachable on
foot or by shuttle only.

Crossroads of the world – at least in Val di Fassa – today is the Val San
Nicolò valley, where the grand final of “Latte in Festa” takes place at the
“Festa ta Mont”. An extraordinary combination that offers the possibility
to taste excellent local dishes and the opportunity for the children to
take part in workshops to become “Young cheesemaker” (from 11 a.m.)
and to listen to the theatrical stories of Teodora Goodman (at 2 p.m.).
Adults, instead, can take part in the guided tasting with Francesco Gubert
(at 2 and at 4.30 p.m.), cheese expert that will tell about the products of
the Mèlga de Fascia cheese factory. Gubert, then (at 4 p.m.), together
with the journalist Elisa Salvi - presents his book “90 days” about his own
experience in a mountain dairy farm. The afternoon ends with the cows
reaching the mountain dairy farm Mezzaselva for the milking.

Today in the valley
“BANDANERA AFROBEAT” AT ALTITUDE

Itineraries
FROM MOENA TO SORAGA AND BACK

REFUGE FRIEDRICH AUGUST – LOC. COL RODELLA/CAMPITELLO AT 12
P.M.
Afrobeat rhythms for the band that performs at “Val di Fassa Panorama
Music”

TRENTODOC IN THE DOLOMITES

SEVERAL VILLAGES – VAL DI FASSA FROM 6 P.M. TO 12 A.M.
Aperitifs, pizza, and dinners combined by the mountain sparkling wine
for the whole weekend by bars, restaurants and refuges of the valley
(programme: by the tourist offices).

THE INSPIRING “GRUPA HELIOS”

LA GRAN CIASA - SORAGA AT 9.15 P.M.
Involving concert of the group “Grupa Helios”, made by youths from
Ortisei for the festival “Ispirazioni d’estate”.

From the square Piaz de Sotegrava in Moena, go up along the street
Strada Salejada and then on the right along Strada de Moena. Once
passed over the “mountain training police centre” go on along
Strada de Ischia, than down to the sport centre and take the bike
and pedestrian track that goes up for a stretch and then becomes
flat, and then go down towards Soraga. Pass the underpass beside
the bridge on the stream Avisio and reach the playground. From
here, go back to Moena along the main road, towards the tourist
office, and then go on along Strada de Palua. Pass the meadows
above the Soraga lake and reach Moena along Strada Sasslonch,
Strada de Ischia, Strada de Moene and, finally, Strada Salejada that
leads back to the square.

The complete schedule of the events is available by the tourist offices of the valley.

Initiatives for our guests
AUGUST 5TH AT 9.00 A.M. – POZZA

A STEP AWAY FROM THE SKY

VERY PANORAMIC EXCURSION, STARTING FROM BUFFAURE.
ENROLMENT: SPORT CHECK POINT (ACTIVITY AGAINST PAYMENT).
AUGUST 5TH AT 9.00 A.M. – CANAZEI

WHERE THE GLACIER IS BORN

AT THE DISCOVERY OF THE “MARMITTE” ON THE MARMOLADA.
ENROLMENT: SPORT CHECK POINT (ACTIVITY AGAINST PAYMENT).

Did you know that...
Ancient documents prove that before the nineteenth Century a
huge quantity of wood was sent from the woods of Val di Fassa to
Venice’s arsenal. This practice was interrupted when the city lost its
political independence. Until the half of the nineteenth Century, the
wood trade was rather flourishing. Logs were transported along the
river Avisio to Val di Fiemme, and from here charged on wagons
towards Verona for their trade as factory material. Other wood was
cut in boards in the local sawmills and then sold in local fairs.

AUGUST 5TH AT 3.30 P.M. – MOENA

FAIRY MYSTERIES

WALK THROUGHOUT THE CORNERS OF THE “FAIRY OF THE
DOLOMITES”. ENROLMENT: SPORT CHECK POINT (ACTIVITY AGAINST
PAYMENT).

Initiatives reserved to the guests with the Val di Fassa Card (ask your hotel/apartment). Enrolments required within the previous day by the Tourist
Offices. The activities are reserved to the guests of the associated structures of Val di Fassa Tourist Board.
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